
  DIY Wire Wrapped  Crystal Necklaces 

1 rectangular gem
1 necklace
2 pieces of jewelry wire (14 inches
each piece)
wire cutters (optional) or
scissors

Supplies needed:

Directions:

Line up one wire across the front of the gem, and
the second wire across the back of the gem. 

1.

2. On one side of the gem, twist the back wire
with the front wire. Repeat the step on the
opposite side. 



3. Once both sides are twisted a few times, lay
the twisted wire up flat against the gem sides.
Separate the wires on each side. One wire going
forward,  and one wire going back. 

4. Next, take the two front wires and bring them towards
the center of the gem. Twist these wires several times.
Repeat the step with the back wires. 



6. Twist the wires on
the top together.
Repeat for the wires
on the bottom. 

5. The twisted coil should now be pushed flat against
the gem. Separate your wires again. On the front
send one wire towards the top and one wire towards
the bottom. Repeat on the back of the gem. 

7. Fold the bottom
wires up towards the
top. This is the back of
your gem.  

8. Twist all the wires
together. Then twist
one down into a loop.
This is to thread the
necklace through.  



9. Now twist all the
wires together to form
a decorative top to
your gem.  

10. Cut the wires. Cut
as close as possible,
and then press down
on the wires so there
are no sharp edges. 

11. Thread the chain
end of the necklace
through the wire hole.
You are done!   

Notes: Scissors will cut each wire,
but wire cutters make it easier.
This is just one way to wrap your
gems. Feel free to twist the wires to
hold the gem in any creative way
you find. 


